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1
Let k be a commutative ring, and suppose R is a commutative k-
 .algebra. Let V be the module of k-linear Kahler differentials of R.È1
2 The function V ª H V of ``exterior differentiation'' see below, corol-1 1
.lary to Theorem 1, for a description corresponds to an R-homomorphism
 . 2  .j V ª H V , where j V is the universal module for differential1 1 1 1 1
operators from V of order F1. Our main result is that the kernel of this1
 .homomorphism is up to isomorphism exactly the module V of second-2
order differentials for R. This is done by showing that the natural map
 .from V to j V is injective. We also consider the corresponding map for2 1 1
higher orders, where the situation turns out to be somewhat different.
2
We consider k-linear differential operators M ª N, where M and N
 w x.are R-modules see 2 . We say that a differential operator d of order r
 .from R to an R-module N is a higher derivation of order r if d 1 s 0.
 w x .For a different notion of a higher derivation, see 4, p. 207 . There is an
R-module V and a higher derivation d : R ª V of order r which isr r r
universal in the sense that for any R-module N and any higher derivation
d : R ª N of order Fr, there is a unique R-homomorphism h : V ª Nr
such that d s hd .r
 .Likewise, given any R-module M, there is an R-module j M and ar
 .differential operator D : M ª j M of order r which is universal in ther r
sense that for any R-module N and any differential operator D : M ª N
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 .of order Fr, there is a unique R-homomorphism h : j M ª N such thatr
 w x .D s hD . See 2 .r
Suppose s is an integer G1. An interesting situation arises if we take
M s V . Since D d is a higher derivation of order Fr q s, it follows thats r s
 .there is an R-homomorphism f s f from V to j V such thatR rqs r s
 .fd s D d , where D : V ª j V is the universal object for differen-rqs r s r s r s
tial operators of order Fr from V . If k is a field of characteristic zeros
and R is the coordinate ring of a smooth affine variety over k, or a regular
local ring of finite type over k, it is known that f is a monomorphism
 .  w xindeed an isomorphism if s s 1 and dim R s 1 see 1 ; for a polynomial
.ring, see below . It is easy to see that this may be false if k is a field of
 .prime characteristic p. From now on we suppose that r q s ! is invertible
in k, and we write D in place of D .r
We show that if R is any commutative k-algebra, then f is aR
monomorphism in the case r s s s 1. An easy example is given to show
that the result need not hold for other values of r and s.
We need to discuss the relation between the various universal objects
for a ring and a factor ring. Suppose R is a k-algebra and I is an ideal of
 .R. Let V , j V be as before, and let A, B be the correspondingrqs r s
objects for the factor ring RrI. Then it is known that
A ( V r IV q Rd I and . .rqs rqs rqs
B ( j V r I j V q RD IV q RD Rd I , .  .  .  . . .r s r s s s
with f acting on cosets in the natural fashion.R r I
3
w xWe suppose in this section that R is a polynomial ring k X , . . . , X .1 n
 .Let V , j V denote the universal objects for R. Now V is a freerqs r s rqs
R-module with basis
d l : l monomial with 1 F degree l F r q s , 4 .  .rqs
 .and j V is a free R-module with basisr s
D ld m : l, m monomials, 0 F deg l F r , 1 F deg m F s . 4 . .s
For each monomial l of degree Fr, let E : R ª R be the differentiall
operator of order r such that, for monomials m of degree Fr,
E m s 1 if m s l, zero otherwise. .l
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For each monomial m of degree Fs, let G : R ª R be the differentialm
operator of order s such that, for monomials s of degree Fs,
G s s 1 if s s m , zero otherwise. .m
 .  . a1 anPut D s X ­r­ X q ??? qX ­r­ X . If l s X . . . X , put D s1 1 n n 1 n l
 a1 a1.  an an.  .­ r­ X . . . ­ r­ X and g s a ! . . . a ! Put e s r y degree l .1 n 1 n
Then
e!g E s 1 y D 2 y D . . . e y D D , .  .  .l l
with a similar formula for G .n
Now consider the map f. We show that for the polynomial ring R, f
w xhas a left inverse c ; the argument is essentially that of Erdogan 1 .
 .  .   ..We have fd l s  E G l D sd n . Here l is any monomialrqs s , n s n s
of degree 1 to r q s, and the sum is over monomials s of degree 0 to r
 .and n of degree 1 to s. If s and n are given, then E G l is a non-zeros n
 .scalar for exactly one l, namely l s sn . Further if E G l is non-zeros n
 .  .and not a scalar, then there exist s 9, n 9 with deg s 9n 9 ) deg sn and
 .  .E G l equal to a non-zero scalar namely any s 9, n 9 with s 9n 9 s l .s 9 n 9
 .It follows that we can find bases of V and j V and a matrix2 1 1
 .A s a of f relative to these bases such that A has exactly one entry ini j
each row which is a non-zero scalar, and if a is non-zero and not a scalar,i j
then there exists j9 ) j such that a is a non-zero scalar. It is now easy toi j9
see by considering elementary row operations that there is an invertible
matrix P over R such that PA has 1 in the diagonal place of each of the
first l rows and zeros elsewhere, where l is the rank of V . In particular,2
A has a left inverse over R, and so f has a left inverse c .
Put
L s IV q Rd I , .I rqs rqs
N s I j V q RD IV q RD Rd I . .  .  . .I r s s s
 .Then f L : N and f induces a homomorphismI I
V j V .rqs r sª .
L NI I
 .Let us consider the kernel of this induced map. Suppose f  a d ll rqs
belongs to N , the sum being over all monomials l of degree 1 to r q s,I
a being any polynomials. Thenl
a E G l D sd n g N . .  . . l s n s I
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Thus this element has the form
c E h D sd n q d E rG hX D sd n .  .  . .  . . . n s n s r s n r s
q z sD sd n . . n s
with c , d g R, h , hX , z s g I. The second sum is over s , n , and monomi-n r n r n
als r of degrees 0 to r. Hence
a E G l s c E h q d E rG hX q z s. ) .  .  . . . l s n n s n r s n r n
rl
We note that when sn has degree r q s, the left-hand side is just equal to
 .a E G sn .sn s n
We now turn our attention to the special case r s s s 1. We are
.supposing that 2 is a unit in k.
w xLEMMA 1. Suppose I is an ideal in the polynomial ring R s k X , . . . , X .1 n
 4For each n in W s X , . . . , X , let h be a polynomial in I. Suppose that for1 n n
 .  .  .  .all s , n in W, D h y D h belongs to I. Then  D h ? d sn ys n n s s , n s n 2
 .  .2 D h d n belongs to L .n n 2 I
 .Proof. d n y nd y d n ? 1 is a derivation and so2 2 2
d n y nd y d n ? 1 h s D h d n y nd y d n ? 1 s . .  .  .  .  . .  .2 2 2 n s n 2 2 2
s
The left-hand side clearly belongs to L and the right-hand side is equalI
to
D h d sn y n D h d s y s D h d n . .  .  .  .  .  .  s n 2 s n 2 s n 2
s s s
 .  .Now D h in the second sum can be replaced by D h . We obtains n n s
the required result after summing over n .
4
We now return to considering more general algebras.
THEOREM 1. Suppose S is any commutati¨ e k-algebra and r s s s 1.
Then ker f s 0.S
Proof. Write S s RrI where R is a polynomial k-algebra possibly on
.an infinite set and I is an ideal in R. We use the same notation as before
for R. Suppose if possible that we have an element w in V , not in L ,2 I
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 .  .with F w in N . Now w, F w involve only finitely many unknowns.R I R
w xHence we may replace R by a polynomial ring k X , X , . . . , X and I by1 2 n
w xthe ideal of k X , X , . . . , X generated by the elements of I appearing in1 2 n
 .F w .R
 .  . Write F w as on the right-hand side of Eq. ) above. Of course weR
.now have G s D and also, for s / 1, E s D ? E s 1 y D. Thenn n s s 1
 .F w can be writtenR
c E h q d E G rhX y d E hX q z s. .  . .n s n r s n r n s n n
r
 .  X . Now if we subtract from  a d l the element  d d rh which isl 2 r r 2 r
.in L , then the right-hand side becomesI
c E h y d E hX q z s. .  .n s n n s n n
After changing z s if necessary, this can be writtenn
E c h y E d hX q z s. .  .s n n s n n n
X  . sNow we can replace c h y d h by h , and we obtain E h q z . Wen n n n n s n n
cannot have a g I for all l of degree 2. For this gives, for s , n of degreel
 .  .  .1, E h g I, so D h g I, so E h g I, and hence a g I, impossible.s n n 1 n n
 . s  .Now when s , n have degree 1, E h q z is equal to a ? E G sns n n sn s n
 .and in particular depends only on the product sn . Thus for deg s s
 .  .  .deg n s 1, E h y E h belongs to I. Thus by Lemma 1,s n n s
 .  .  .  .1r2  E h d sn y  D h d n belongs to L . After subtractings , n s n 2 n n 2 I
 . X  .this element from  a d l , we are left with  a d l , not in L , sentl 2 l 2 I
X  .into N by f, and with a in I for deg l s 2. As we have seen, this isI l
impossible.
COROLLARY. There is a split exact sequence
f
20 ª V ª j V ª H V ª 0. .2 1 1 1
Proof. Exactness at the left-hand end follows from the theorem. The
third map in the sequence corresponds to a well-known differential oper-
2  w x w xator V ª H V see, for example, Osborn 3 or Cartan 5, p. 33ff . For1 1
 .  .  ..l, m in R, it sends ld m to d l d m . Now there is an R-homomor-1 1 n 1
 .  .  .  .phism h: V m V ª j V rf V sending d l m d m to the coset of1 1 1 1 2 1 1
  ..   ..  .D ld m . If a D l d m belongs to the kernel of the map j V ª1 i i 1 i 1 1
2  .  .n V , then a d l m d m is a linear combination of symmetric1 i 1 i 1 i
  ..tensors and hence belongs to the kernel of h. Thus a D l d mi i 1 i
 . 2  .  .belongs to F V . The splitting map x : H V ª j V sends d l n2 1 1 1 1
 . w   ..   ..  .  .xd m to 1r2 D ld m y D md l q mDd l y lDd m .1 1 1 1 1
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w xEXAMPLE 1. Put R s k X, Y , I s XYR, S s RrI, and let x, y denote
the images of X, Y in S. The module V for S is the module3
Sd x q Sd y q Sd x 2 q Sd y2 q Sd x 3 q Sd y3 .  .  .  . .  .3 3 3 3 3 3
with relations
x 2d y2 q y2d x 2 s 0 . .3 3
x 3d y q yd x 3 s 0 .  .3 3
y3d x q xd y3 s 0. .  .3 3
  2 2 .  3 .  3 . .  .These come from d X Y , d X Y , d Y X . Put u s d x , ¨ s3 3 3 1
 .  .d y . Then the module j V for S is the module1 2 1
SD u q SD ¨ q SD xu q SD y¨ q SD x¨ q SD x 2 u q SD y2 ¨ .  .  .  .  .  .  .
with relations
x 2D x¨ q yD x 2 u s 0 .  .
y2D x¨ y xD y2 ¨ s 0 .  .
x 3D ¨ y 3 x 2D x¨ s 0 .  .
y3D u q 3 y2D x¨ s 0 .  .
x 2D y¨ s 0 .
y2D xu s 0. .
  2  .. . 2  2 .These come from D X Yd X , etc. Thus x d y is non-zero and1 3
belongs to the kernel of f.
EXAMPLE 2. Let S be as in Example 1, but now take r s s s 1. Then
of course f is a monomorphism. V is the module Su q S¨ whereS 1
 .  . 2x¨ q yu s 0, and u s d x , ¨ s d y . H V is the simple S-module with1 1 1
 .annihilator Sx q Sy. j V is the module1 1
SD u q SD ¨ q SD xu q SD y¨ q SD yu .  .  .  .  .
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with relations
xD yu q yD xu s 0 .  .
xD y¨ y yD yu s 0 .  .
x 2D ¨ q 2 xD yu s 0 .  .
y2D u y 2 yD yu s 0. .  .
2  .  .The splitting map x : H V ª j V in this case satisfies x u ¨ s1 1 1 n
 .  .  .D yu y yr2D u q xr2D ¨ .
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